Generous

like a mother opens

Her arms

You unfold

to me

1. love this liberal

tilts into bluest sky

and you say

I am your gift

2. love is large

if I believe

in it

3. your aspens love me

freely when I steal

into their rhizome

4. bone-scorched

by sun wind fire

your Ranges are rich

in flavors of rocks.

I was home in you

for so long

You taught me love

but not

how to forget.
That Thing She Did

_by Susan Pesti-Strobel_

Coming home from school
on winter afternoons
I found her so often

sitting by the window
her eyes fixed on a world
not outside

her fingers idled
by that something that stirred
the folds of her apron

her elbows held up
by the brown chair’s curved
arms, a tether from in-laws –

she just sat there with shadows
growing in her curls

why sit in the dark?
what needed to be seen?
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